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THE SUMMER SEASON of 2012

Cemetery Service Musicians, L-R: Don Travers, Brenda Travers, Marie Park,
Rev Nellie; Lay Ministers: Glenys Butt, Lorraine Humber

First Cruise Ship of the season, Maasdam, preparing to leave Corner Brook.
On July 17 four busloads of visitors had lunch prepared by the ACW ladies.

ABOUR DAY IS NOW PAST, SUMMER 2012 IS HISTORY, and a new

L

school year is beginning. But this summer has been one of the
best holiday seasons for quite a number of years, with plenty of
warm weather, even too much for some, and much drier than the
farmers would have preferred. Temperatures here in Lark Harbour
have been in the upper 20s most of the time, and even the low 30s
once or twice. All of our community outdoor activities were
enhanced by ideal conditions, and everyone who wanted to enjoy the
outdoors was able to do so, whether camping, going to the cabin,
taking a swim at Bottle Cove, or simply sitting in the yard and
having a barbecue and a few drinks with friends.
Our new hiking trails have become better known each year, and
this summer saw increased numbers using them, both local people
and tourists. Most families had relatives and friends visiting, lots of
tourists were around, and many are still coming.
Anyone who takes the opportunity to chat with the visitors
knows that they appreciate being able to spend a day or two here,
and they have very positive comments about our trails. Overnight
accommodations for those who are not equipped for camping might
be a little scarce, but the ones we have in our towns are highly rated
by those who stay in them.
Perhaps one negative aspect might be the careless disposal of
garbage, especially drink containers, in Bottle Cove, where after a
weekend it is not unusual to be able to pick up several empty beer
cans and bottles, even though garbage receptacles are provided near
the picnic tables. Some visitors might even think that is how Bottle
Cove got its name!

LETTER OF APPRECIATION
The letter below is from a couple who visited recently from
California. It’s good to know that the work done to enhance our
communities is noticed and appreciated by visitors.
My husband and I have just completed a beautiful 3 day stay in your
community. We HAD to do a considerable amount of hiking in
order to work off the pastry a day we had at Marlaines.
I could not find out who makes up the OBIEC and where they get
their funds but what a great job they do! We hiked at the Provincial
Park, the Copper Mines, Bottle Cove and Cedar Cove. The
workmanship done by the OBIEC is first class...3 cheers for a job
well done!
D & M J, Santa Rosa, California, USA

SPECIAL NOTICE TO ALL READERS
from the Editor of

The BLOW•ME•DOWNER
N 2012 AUGUST 27, MONDAY,

a decision was made by the Bay of
Islands Anglican Parish Council that, due to the high cost of
operation, their electronic copying facilities will be restricted to church
business only. As Editor of The BLOW•ME•DOWNER I am sad that this
restriction has become necessary, but I understand that rising costs mean
that it could not be avoided. In consequence, after this present issue,
The BLOW•ME•DOWNER will no longer be distributed to Canada Post
mail boxes in Lark Harbour and York Harbour.
Since the first issue of 2005 October 07 my publication has benefited
from the generosity of the Bay of Islands Anglican Parish, and for this
I am sincerely grateful.
Many people are accustomed to finding The BLOW•ME•DOWNER in
their mail boxes during the first few days of the month, and I regret that
this service cannot continue. Unfortunately, the use of a commercial
service to produce the number of copies necessary would be far beyond
our limited financial capability, although our sponsors have been
extremely generous and reliable over the seven years and 66 issues we
have produced. We offer our heartfelt thanks to them for their support
over the years.
However, despite the loss of the printed version,
The BLOW•ME•DOWNER will continue to exist. Currently each issue is
made available electronically anywhere in the world on our webpages
at www.blowmedowner.webs.com as soon as it is ready for distribution.
It is also distributed to recipients in Canada and elsewhere by email.
These are free services and both will be continued. They offer an
additional advantage that pictures and graphics can be viewed in colour,
and if you wish you can print them on your own equipment. A PDF
reader, such as Adobe or Foxit, is needed. If you do not have one, you
can easily download a free one from the Internet.
I hope that as many as possible of our local readers, who will no
longer be receiving a printed copy, will avail themselves of these
services. Some minor changes may be made in future issues, but
subscribers will be advised as necessary if and when such changes occur.
Our email address is blowmedowner@gmail.com. Email or telephone
681-2256 for assistance or further information.
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR

OUR ANGLICAN PARISH

HC=Holy Communion; MP=Morning Prayer; EP=Evening Prayer
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Cruise Ship Norwegian Dawn
2012

Cruise Ship Emerald Princess
Cruise Ship Norwegian Gem
Thanksgiving Day in Canada
Cruise Ship Norwegian Dawn
Cruise Ship Norwegian Gem
United Nations Day
Hallowe’en

A Surprise for Lorraine

L-R: Leona Gilbert, Judy Gallant, Marjorie Childs, Lorraine, Marie Byrne, MHA Eddie Joyce

On Thursday, 2012 August 30th, a special event took place at
Captain Cook’s Galley, Lark Harbour.
VON Nurse Lorraine Humber, recently retired after thirty-plus
years of service, was taken by surprise when a group of ladies, who
for years had been energetic fundraisers for the Lark Harbour Clinic,
treated her to dinner and presented her with a citation from the
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador and also the Queen
Elizabeth II Jubilee Medallion in recognition of her many years of
service to our two towns.
Eddie Joyce, MHA for the
Bay of Islands District, was also
in attendance and made the
actual presentation. The event
was quite informal, and
everyone involved very
obviously enjoyed the occasion.

Congratulations,
Lorraine,
on your life of service.

Eddie Joyce, MHA
Bay of Islands District
If you require assistance, please contact my office at:
Fortis Tower, 5th Floor, Suite 501
4 Herald Avenue, P.O.Box 2006,
Corner Brook, NL, A2H 6J8
Ph: 634-7883
Fax: 634-7885
Email: ejoyce@gov.nl.ca

VERYONE MUST KNOW BY NOW not only that Rev Nellie Thomas, our
Rector for the past several years, was planning to retire, and that she
and her husband, Rev Derek, have since left the community for their new
life in Goose Bay. Their departure was delayed for a few days, but
during the second week of August that was resolved and they are now
in their new home. The good news is that their daughter Paula, who was
expecting a second child, sister for Hayden Jonelle, has now given birth
to another daughter, Galilea Ryan, and all is well with the entire family.
When a parish has no resident minister, there is an unfortunate
tendency for congregations to be smaller, and smaller congregations
such as we have seen in the last week or two usually mean a smaller
income to keep the parish running. People think that they can be less
regular in their attendance at church, especially during summer, and it
won’t matter if they give less, or take a break from giving to the church,
because there’s no minister’s salary to be paid. Meanwhile most of the
same expenses such as heating, lighting, maintenance, insurance and
financial obligations to the Diocese still continue, and our own personal
involvement as members of the congregation—sidespersons,
churchwardens, choir members, readers, etc—is still needed. Moreover,
as Jesus reminded us, the sick, the poor and the needy are always with
us. But with a number of parishes in the Diocese without clergy, it
looked as if we might be some time, perhaps even many months, before
a new minister could be appointed here.
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Cruise Ships Norwegian Gem & Seabourne Sojourn
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11:00am - Morning Prayer
LABOUR DAY
Cruise Ship Norwegian Gem
Autumn begins
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A FEW WORDS ABOUT OUR NEW MINISTER
It seems we have been spared the problem of being a parish with no
spiritual leader. Rev Nelson R J Chapman has accepted appointment to
our Parish and is expected to be with us by 2012 October 01. He is
currently minister in charge of a parish in Trinity Bay in the Diocese of
Eastern Newfoundland. That parish currently has two clergy, but is
facing the need to reduce its financial commitments. Accordingly Rev
Chapman very considerately offered his resignation so that his assistant,
who has two school-age children, would not be faced with the disruption
of having to move to a new community. It appears therefore that the
financial difficulty of that parish is a blessing in disguise for us.
Prior to his ordination in 1996 Rev Chapman has worked in a variety
of professions including commercial fishing, teaching, banking and in
several government departments. This wide experience should certainly
be useful as he leads our Parish forward. He and his wife Vida, who is
also a competent musician, have two married children, one in Fort
McMurray, AB, and the other in Grand Falls-Windsor, NL.
Although it may be a few weeks before Rev and Mrs Chapman will
be established in our community, we take this opportunity to welcome
them and wish them both a happy and successful life with us in their new
home in our Parish.

MESSAGE FROM REV NELLIE
Rev Nellie sent a message for everyone. It was published in the
Parish Bulletin for August, but if you missed it, here it is:
I want to thank you all from the bottom of my heart for your
love, compassion and support for my Ministry here in this
parish. You have shown me what Ministry is all about. I will
miss you all dearly and may God bless each one of you until we
meet again.
Rev Nellie

The BLOW•ME•DOWNER is distributed only by electronic
means after the current issue # 66. Distribution will remain
before or on the first Friday of the month.
Send in announcements about groups you belong to.
Also short Personal Notes and Community News.
Include your name, address and telephone number.
Next BLOW•ME•DOWNER . Issue 67, Friday 2012 Oct 05
Deadline for Issue 67 . . a.s.a.p. before Friday 2012 Sep 28
Submit copy as early as possible for best inclusion.
Contact us at blowmedowner@gmail.com or 681-2256.
Also visit our website at www.blowmedowner.webs.com
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Obituary

Obituary

TERRANCE GEORGE ROBERTS

GARY WADE PARK

1950 May 30 – 2012 August 12

1958 January 20 – 2012 August 20

t was with great sadness
that the family of the
late Terrance George
Roberts announced his
passing at the age of 62
years on Sunday, August
12, 2012 at the Health
Science Centre, St John’s.
Left to mourn with
fond and loving memories
is his wife of 42 years, Gertrude; he is also fondly remembered and
loved by: his daughter Tiffany (Kenny) Brake; son Terrance;
grandson Brady, all of Fort McMurray, AB; furry friend Brownie;
sisters and brothers: Winnie (Jim) Dingwell, Ina (Gord) Park, Arthur
(Lynn) Roberts, Barb (Roy) Mosher, Shirley (Dave) Parsons, Hector
(Doris) Roberts, Linda (Dwayne) Paige, Christine (Eric) Sheppard;
brothers and sisters-in-law: Norman (Lottie) Childs, Jean
(Lawrence) Sheppard, Alice (Cecil) Sheppard, Thelma (Wilson)
Sheppard, Elizabeth (Ralph) Lovell, Elsie (Calvin) Gilbert, Rhodena
(Max) Giles, Clarence (Joan) Childs, Thomas (Sharon) Childs, John
(Lisa) Childs, Jane (Calvin) Hamlyn, Howard (Judy) Childs, Max
(Marjorie) Childs, Terry (Tracey) Childs, Nelson (Donna) Childs;
as well as a large circle of nieces, nephews, cousins, family and
friends. He was predeceased by his daughter, Tammy, 1982;
parents: George and Delphine Roberts; in-laws: Melina and Thomas
Childs. Visitation took place at St James Anglican Church, Lark
Harbour on Wednesday, 7:00-9:00pm and Thursday, 2:00-4:00 and
7:00-9:00pm.
A Service of Thanksgiving and Celebration for Terrance’s life
was held on Friday, August 17th at 2:00pm at St James Church, with
Rev Malcolm Palmer officiating, assisted by Lay Ministers Lorraine
Humber, Ruth Travers and George Sheppard, and Sharon Parsons
at the organ. Marjorie Childs delivered a fine tribute and scriptures
were read by Kathy Childs, Megan Childs, Jacinta Childs and Lana
Childs. Lisa Childs and Sherry Sheppard then sang This is my
Home”, accompanied on the guitar by Kenny Brake. Pallbearers
were Doug Gilbert, Johnny Gilbert, Howard Childs, Clarence
Childs, Allan McCarthy and Morris Kendell. Interment followed at
the St James Cemetery. All were invited to join the family
afterwards for refreshments. The family wishes to thank all who
helped in any way to alleviate the sorrow caused by their loved
one’s death. As expressions of sympathy, donations could be made
to the charity of one’s choice.
Funeral arrangements were entrusted to Fillatre’s Funeral
Homes. The family guest book was signed or a memorial donation
made through the website at www.fillatre.ca.

With great sadness the family of the late
Gary Wade Park announced his passing
in the Palliative Care Unit of Western
Memorial Regional Hospital on August
20, 2012, at the age of 56 years.
Gary left to mourn with fond and
loving memories his wife Shelia of 35
years, daughter Christa (Kenneth)
Jones, son Cory (Melanie) Park, two
grandchildren Kendall & Jacob Jones,
two step grandchildren Tristan & Reece
Jones, brothers Brian (Marina) Park,
Jamie (Shirley) Park, sister Marguerite
Conway, parents-in-law Max & Marie Pottle, brothers-in-law Shawn
(Roberta) Pottle, Byron (Terri Lynn) Pottle, Sheldon (Katie) Pottle,
Robert (Sheri) Pottle, sister-in-law Beverly (Donald) Connolly, furry
friend Corky; also a large circle of nieces, nephews, relatives and
friends. He was predeceased by parents Garland and Mary Park, and
brother-in-law John Conway. Visitation took place at St James Anglican
Church, Lark Harbour, on Tuesday and Wednesday August 21 and 22,
2012, from 2:00 - 4:00pm and 7:00 - 9:00pm each day.
A Service of Thanksgiving and Celebration for the Life of Gary Park
took place at St James Anglican Church, Lark Harbour, on Thursday
August 23, 2012 at 2:00pm, with Rev Malcolm Palmer officiating,
assisted by Lay Ministers Lorraine Humber and George Sheppard. The
Church was full to capacity and extra seating was needed. A fine
Tribute to Gary was offered by Shirley Park, and scriptures were read by
Joanna Pottle, Ryan Park, David Conway and Sheri Sheppard. The song
This is My Home was sung by Joe Sheppard, accompanied on the guitar
by himself. Pall Bearers were Paul Sheppard, Howard Childs, Howard
Park, Donald Connolly, Lee Sheppard and Alex MacDonald. Interment
followed at St James Anglican Church Cemetery, and friends were
invited to refreshments afterwards at the Church Hall. As expressions
of sympathy in lieu of flowers donations could be made to St James
Anglican Church.
Funeral arrangements were entrusted to Country Haven Funeral
Home, Country Road, Corner Brook. The family guest book was signed
or memorial donations made by visiting the website at www.countryhaven.
The family thanks everyone for their support and kindness during
this time of grieving for their loved one.
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FOOD BANK NOTES

BYRNE’S STORE
Main Street, York Harbour - Phone 681-2040
FULL SERVICE GASOLINE
Groceries, Confectionery & Beer, Hardware, Loto
A GREAT SELECTION OF LOCAL SOUVENIRS

by
Susan Harvey

SHEPPARD’S CLOVER FARM STORE
No food from St. James?
T SEEMS LIKE A LONG TIME since I found food waiting in the box
in the church entrance for me to collect and take to the Corner
Brook food bank office. I guess it’s the lazy days of summer,
having family visiting, going to the cabin; even COMING to church
is too much trouble, let alone remembering to bring food.
Attendance has been really down, especially in August. Maybe we
are already missing Rev. Nellie.
Anyway, it seems the Corner Brook churches have done better.
All summer they have been holding outdoor services on Sunday
evenings and giving the collection, money and food, to the Food
Bank. Their goal was to raise $10,000 over the summer, and by
Sunday 26 August they made it. Congratulations to the folks of
Corner Brook! They plan to finish the season on Sunday 2
September with a sing-along and barbecue held in the Sir Richard
Squires parking lot, Mt Bernard Avenue, Corner Brook, at 6:30pm.
With the good weather of this summer, reports have been that the
events have been very pleasant. AND also for a good cause.

I

! ! ! CHECK OUR PRICES ! ! !
Gasoline Groceries Hardware Lotto Beer Liquor
Propane Exchange Program - Sears Catalogue Agent

DISTRIBUTOR OF PRODUCTS

from

MERCER’S MARINE
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THE AMAZING STORY OF DELTA FLIGHT 15
Written by an Unnamed Flight Attendant
Nearly eleven years after the destruction of the World Trade Center
in New York, this story will still stir you as it speaks to the good in
those around us. Written by a Flight Attendant who experienced the
event, the story illustrates the resilience of the human spirit and the
goodness in mankind. Submitted by a BMD reader.
N THE MORNING OF TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11,

2001, we were
about 5 hours out of Frankfurt, flying over the North Atlantic.
All of a sudden the curtains parted and I was told to go to the
cockpit, immediately, to see the Captain. As soon as I got there I
noticed that the crew had that “All Business” look on their faces.
The Captain handed me a printed message. It was from Delta’s main
office in Atlanta and simply read, “All airways over the Continental
United States are closed to commercial air traffic. Land ASAP at the
nearest airport. Advise your destination.”
No one said a word about what this could mean. We knew it was
a serious situation and we needed to find terra firma quickly. The
Captain determined that the nearest airport was 400 miles behind us
in Gander, Newfoundland. He requested approval for a route change
from the Canadian traffic controller and approval was granted
immediately—no questions asked. We found out later, of course,
why there was no hesitation in approving our request.
While the flight crew prepared the airplane for landing, another
message arrived from Atlanta telling us about some terrorist activity
in the New York area. inutes later word came in about the
hijackings.
We decided to LIE to the passengers while we were still in the
air. We told them the plane had a simple instrument problem and
that we needed to land at the nearest airport in Gander,
Newfoundland, to have it checked out.
We promised to give more information after landing in Gander.
There was much grumbling among the passengers, but that’s nothing
new! Forty minutes later, we landed in Gander. Local time at
Gander was 12:30pm! . . . that’s 11:00am EST.
There were already about 20 other airplanes on the ground from
all over the world that had taken this detour on their way to the U.S.
After we parked on the ramp, the Captain made the following
announcement: “Ladies and gentlemen, you must be wondering if all
these airplanes around us have the same instrument problem as we
have. The reality is that we are here for another reason.” Then he
went on to explain the little bit we knew about the situation in the
US. There were loud gasps and stares of disbelief. The captain
informed passengers that Ground Control in Gander told us to stay
put.
The Canadian Government was in charge of our situation and no
one was allowed to get off the aircraft. No one on the ground was
allowed to come near any of the aircraft. Only airport police would
come around periodically, look us over and go on to the next
airplane. In the next hour or so more planes landed and Gander
ended up with 53 airplanes from all over the world, 27 of which
were US commercial jets.
Meanwhile, bits of news started to come in over the aircraft
radio and for the first time we learned that airplanes were flown into
the World Trade Center in New York and into the Pentagon in DC.
People were trying to use their cell phones, but were unable to
connect due to a different cell system in Canada. Some did get
through, but were only able to get to the Canadian operator who told
them that the lines to the US were either blocked or jammed.
Sometime in the evening the news filtered to us that the World
Trade Center buildings had collapsed and that a fourth hijacking had
resulted in a crash. By now the passengers were emotionally and
physically exhausted, not to mention frightened, but everyone stayed
amazingly calm. We had only to look out the window at the 52 other
stranded aircraft to realize that we were not alone in this
predicament.
We had been told earlier that they would be allowing people off
the planes one plane at a time. At 6pm, Gander airport told us that
Continued in next column
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FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT NEEDS

DROP IN LOUNGE
23 Main Street, Lark Harbour

Phone 681-2103

In “Down Below” Lark Harbour, near the Wharf
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our turn to deplane would be 11am the next morning. Passengers were
not happy, but they simply resigned themselves to this news Gander
had promised us medical attention if needed, water, and lavatory
servicing. And they were true to their word. Fortunately we had no
medical situations to worry about. We did have a young lady who was
33 weeks into her pregnancy. We took REALLY good care of her. The
night passed without incident despite the uncomfortable sleeping
arrangements.
About 10:30 on the morning of the 12th a convoy of school buses
showed up. We got off the plane and were taken to the terminal where
we went through Immigration & Customs and then had to register with
the Red Cross.
After that we (the crew) were separated from the passengers and
were taken in vans to a small hotel. We had no idea where our
passengers were going. We learned from the Red Cross that Gander has
a population of 10,400 people and they had about 10,500 passengers to
care for from all the airplanes that were forced into Gander! We were
told to relax at the hotel and we would be contacted when the US
airports opened again, but not to expect that call for a while.
We found out the total scope of the terror back home only after
getting to our hotel and turning on the TV—24 hours after it started.
Meanwhile, we had lots of time on our hands and found that the
people of Gander were extremely friendly. They started calling us the
“plane people.” We enjoyed their hospitality, explored the town of
Gander and ended up having a pretty good time.
Two days later, we got that call and were taken back to the Gander
airport. Back on the plane, we were reunited with the passengers and
found out what they had been doing for the past two days. What we
found out was incredible.
Gander and all the surrounding communities (within about a 75km
radius) had closed all high schools, meeting halls, lodges, and any other
large gathering places. They converted all these facilities to mass
lodging areas for all the stranded travellers. Some had cots set up, some
had mats with sleeping bags and pillows set up.
ALL high school students were required to volunteer their time to
take care of the “guests”. Our 218 passengers ended up in a town called
Lewisporte, about 45km from Gander where they were put up in a high
school. If any women wanted to be in a women-only facility, that was
arranged. Families were kept together. All the elderly passengers were
taken to private homes.
Remember that young pregnant lady? She was put up in a private
home right across the street from a 24-hour Urgent Care facility. There
was a dentist on call and both male and female nurses remained with the
crowd for the duration.
Phone calls and e-mails to the US and around the world were
available to everyone once a day. During the day, passengers were
offered “Excursion” trips. Some people went on boat cruises of the lakes
and harbours. Some went for hikes in the local forests. Local bakeries
stayed open to make fresh bread for the guests. Food was prepared by
all the residents and brought to the schools. People were driven to
restaurants of their choice and offered wonderful meals. Everyone was
given tokens for local laundromats to wash their clothes, since luggage
was still on the aircraft. In other words, every single need was met for
those stranded travellers.
Passengers were crying while telling us these stories. Finally, when
they were told that US airports had reopened, they were delivered to the
airport right on time and without a single passenger missing or late. The
local Red Cross had all the information about the whereabouts of each
and every passenger and knew which plane they needed to be on and
when all the planes were leaving. They coordinated everything
beautifully. It was absolutely incredible.
When passengers came on board, it was like they had been on a
cruise. Everyone knew each other by name. They were swapping stories
of their stay, impressing each other with who had the better time. Our
flight back to Atlanta looked like a chartered party flight. The crew just
stayed out of their way. It was mind-boggling. Passengers had totally
bonded and were calling each other by their first names, exchanging
phone numbers and addresses.
And then a very unusual thing happened. One of our passengers
approached me and asked if he could make an announcement over the
PA system. We never, ever allow that. But this time was different. I said
“of course” and handed him the mike. He picked up the PA and
reminded everyone about what they had just gone through in the last few
days. He reminded them of the hospitality they had received at the hands
of total strangers. He continued by saying that he would like to do
something in return for the good folks of Lewisporte.
Concluded at bottom of Page 5
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TOWN OF

LARK HARBOUR
COUNCIL MEETINGS FOR 2012 JUNE & JULY
As detailed notes of Council Meetings for June and July were not available in time
for the last (July) BMD, brief summaries of the main topics are here provided.

Summary of June Meeting
! Ms Joanna Pottle gave an update on the proposed Recreation
Committee. The Start Up meeting was postponed until September
due to the anticipated lack of volunteers during the summer.
! The Water & Sewer Project has been started and an application
has been sent to Municipal Affairs for Phase 1B. A meeting was
held on 2012 June 28 at the Water Site and it was decided that a
biologist may be needed on site during dam construction.
! Council is gathering information to apply for the Community
Employment Enhancement Program (CEEP) and Capital Works
Project. If approved, these grants will be used for infrastructure
upgrades in the community.
! Council held preliminary discussion on the tax payment structure.
Further discussion will take place in the fall.
! The next hazardous waste pickup will be held at the Pepsi Centre
on 2012 September 15. More information will be given later.
! Letter sent to Department of Transportation and Works regarding
a guard rail along the end of Main Street.
! Council discussed the issue of dirt bikes around the community.
A letter will be sent to the RCMP requesting extra patrols.
Summary of July Meeting
! MHA Eddie Joyce sat in on a discussion with Council regarding
Bottle Cove Road and Breakwater. All agreed that applying for
a CEEP Grant is the best option at this time. Council is waiting
on the application to become available.
! Mr Joyce informed Council that we will not receive the
playground grant that we had previously applied for but he will
make every effort to get a small grant for playground upgrades.
! Council reviewed letter from Municipal Affairs regarding a
Municipal Plan, and agreed to consider it further in September.
! Council approved a request regarding a wheelchair ramp to be
built on a resident’s property.
REPORT of MEETING of 2012 AUGUST 27
PRESENT:
Mayor John Parsons; Deputy Mayor Jamie Park;
Councillors: Pauline Sheppard, Stanley Childs, Llewellyn Childs
Clerk: Joanna Pottle (Recording Minutes)
The Meeting commenced at 7:00pm.
! Water/Sewer Update- The Town’s Engineer confirmed that phase
1A is now complete and within budget. We are anticipating to go
to tender for Phase 1B in approximately two weeks and for work
to start this fall. Phase 1B is expected to last six to seven weeks.
! The Town of Lark Harbour received two used culverts with hopes
to fix the washed out road and culvert on Bottle Cove Road. Also,
we have received the application to apply for the Community
Enhancement Employment Program (CEEP). Council is in hopes
of receiving funding to help cover costs of fixing the break water
at the end of Main Street.
! Council will write to the Director of the Western School District
to emphasize our concern over vandalism in the playground area.
Council agreed that the surveillance system purchased earlier this
year has to be installed as soon as possible.
! Approved accounts payable of $2,379.41 and write offs of $6.25.
! Council is applying for grant to improve sports area and
playground.
! Council viewed letter from Municipal Affairs regarding Rules of
Procedure, and will complete our own Rules of Procedure as
directed.
! Council discussed letter from Municipal Assessment Agency
regarding possible increase in residential property assessments in
year 2013, and will contact MHA Eddie Joyce who may be able
to advise why there may be such a high percentage increase.
! Motion approving the purchase of a photocopier for the Town
Office.
! Council discussed the water leak noticed upstairs last week.
Agreed that new shingles may be needed in the near future.
! Letter to be sent to Parks Canada per request from resident.
! Resident to be paid $180.00 for repairs to the Outlander Boat.
! Council agreed to contact the York Harbour Town Council
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regarding the car wreck located just before Number 4 Brook.
! All correspondence reviewed with no follow up necessary.
Meeting adjourned at 8:45pm.
TOWN OF

YORK HARBOUR
! New equipment has been installed in the York Harbour Playground.
A big thank-you to all the parents who helped install it.
! A new fence has been installed around the York Harbour Community
Hall and a walking oval around the playground.
! The Blow Me Down Days 2012 Festival raised $12,605.43. Many
thanks to all the volunteers who helped make this a successful event.
! The summer Soccer Program was a resounding success. There will
be a banquet in September.

FOR the YOUNG PEOPLE
!! Hello !!
I’m Krista Hansen-robitschek the CYN Field worker
for the South Shore. The Community Youth Network
(CYN) is a non-profit organization whose mandate
is to assist youth between the ages 12-18. Over the
past couple months the youth of York/Lark Harbour have been involved
in several activities and events. We had a very successful Fear Factor
game at the festival in York Harbour. Every Tuesday we have a sports
related activity at the field in York Harbour and every Thursday we do
a couch to 5km walking group. We also have movie nights and we had
a cooking event where we made pizza pockets and homemade blueberry
pie (made with the blueberries we had picked the night before). We also
do crafts and community building events. This week we will help with
the yearend celebrations for the soccer group.
In the meetings that we have we talk about some ideas and events the
youth would like to see happen in their community and I try to bring
them to life. Calendars are made available to the youth by picking them
up at the meetings, from the post office in both communities or in
Sheppard’s Store or Byrne’s Store in your community.
I would love to work together with you to help build a strong healthy
community for the Youth of South Shore, so if you see me, please
introduce yourself! Let me know about your talent or hobby and come
out and share it with us. If you have any questions please feel free to
contact me – I would love to hear from you. Help me to help you make
the youth of this community, strong, healthy and confident.
Thanks, Krista
681-2475
khrobits@gmail.com
Delta Flight 15 Story - Continued from Page 4
The gentleman said he was going to set up a Trust Fund under the
name of DELTA 15 (our flight number). The purpose of the trust
fund is to provide college scholarships for the high school students
of Lewisporte. He asked for donations of any amount from his fellow
travellers. When the paper with donations got back to us with the
amounts, names, phone numbers and addresses, the total was for more
than 14,000 dollars!
The gentleman, a medical doctor from Virginia, promised to match
the donations and to start the administrative work on the scholarship. He
also said that he would forward this proposal to Delta Corporate and ask
them to donate as well.
I just wanted to share this story because we need good stories right
now. It gives me a little bit of hope to know that some people in a far
away place were kind to some strangers who literally dropped in on
them. It reminds me how much good there is in the world.
Editor’s Note: This story was written by a Flight Attendant of Delta
Airlines, While every effort has been made to contact the author
regarding copyright, to date we have had no success. We apologise for
any oversight. If anyone can furnish relevant information, please
contact blowmedowner@gmail.com.
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LIBRARY NOTES
by
Susan Harvey
The new rotating collection has actually been with us since 12
July, so no doubt the most interested library users have already
checked it out. Perhaps they have noticed that we are now receiving
a few audio books and even DVDs of TV programs. Listed below
are some of the possibilities. Large Print items are marked LP, audio
books CD, and TV programs as DVD.
PLEASE NOTE
The Library will return to regular hours on Thursday 6 September:
Mondays & Fridays
2:00 - 5:00pm
Tuesdays & Thursdays
2:00 - 4:30pm and 6:30 - 9:00pm
Wednesdays
2:00 - 4:00pm
1. The Lovers
John Connolly
2. Emerald Aisle
LP
Ralph McInerny
3. The Year of the Flood
Margaret Atwood
4. Full House
LP
Janet Evanovich
5. The Front
Patricia Cornwell
6. Blood Lines
Kathryn Casey
7. The Silent Sea
CD
Clive Cussler
8 . Madmen
DVD
9. Blind Night
Cordelia Strube
10. The Lincoln Lawyer
Michael Connelly
11. With No One As Witness
Elizabeth George
1. The Lovers is a mystery of sorts. The main character, Charlie
Parker, is trying to solve some of the mysteries of his past. By the
end of the book he does have some answers, but not very satisfying.
The story involves ghosts and powerful entities occupying different
bodies, plus authority figures keeping secrets. If you like stories
about the supernatural, you may find this a good read.
2. Emerald Aisle is a mystery with a light touch. Set on the campus
of the famous Notre Dame University, the characters occasionally
indulge themselves in philosophical meditation and professorial
humour. The plot involves the theft of rare books and the murder of
a bad wife, mostly being investigated by university types; as you
might guess the solution is unexpected. The book is Large Print and
the reading is easy, once you get the characters sorted out.
3. The Year of the Flood is science fiction — we hope. A follow-up
to Ms Atwood’s Oryx and Crake, it spells out in more detail what
kind of world our lifestyle may be creating for our descendants. The
main characters belong to a group called The Gardeners, whose green
lifestyle is almost a religion, desperately trying to avoid the evils of
technology. Technology has advanced way beyond anything we
know now, especially in creating new types of animals. The
“MoHair”was developed from a sheep and is covered with clouds of
artificial hair, in all different colours; and they just wander around,
looking pretty. Not quite as attractive is the “Liobam”, a compound
of lion and lamb, apparently with more of the lion-like attributes.
There are also aggressive and unattractive pigs wandering around.
Plainly technology is no longer in control, but many of their more
desirable products are still in existence, and happily used by many
people. Not the Gardeners. They consider all animal life sacred and
refuse to eat meat. Plants are also sacred, but in a different way; the
ones which are edible or medicinal are collected and grown in
gardens. Toby, one of the adult characters, is very much respected
for her knowledge of plants. She is also responsible for the bees
belonging to the group, and must talk to them often to ensure their cooperation in producing lots of honey.
Much of the plot activity involves the younger Gardeners, who are
tempted by the attractive aspects of the lives of those around them.
In their rebellion, they become involved with some pretty rough
characters who are definitely NOT religious. The book is fairly
straightforward reading, and there does get to be more action as it
goes on. Most of the chapters progress happily enough in sequence
from Year of the Flood #5 to Year of the Flood #25, all winding up
toward the Waterless Flood (?) which takes place in Year #25, and
brings the general life circumstances down to a much lower level and
produces a fatal plague, difficult for the general public and Gardeners
alike. Take notice , however, that the first section seems to be set in
Year 25, which introduces a small confusion. More confusing,
though, is that the two chapters in that section are written from the
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point of view of two different characters: Toby, an adult; and Ren, one
of the young ones . Check the chapter headings. The book is fairly long
and a little confusing; but by the end there has been a certain amount of
exciting action which helps to sort out the confusion. The very end of
the book does not sound too hopeful for the continued existence of
people, but there is a ray of hope - if we mend our ways.
4. Full House is a romantic novel. As in the Stephanie Plum books,
there are some totally ridiculous characters whose ideas do complicate
the action. Deedee, the cousin of the male character, Jack, is a
particularly good example, and her friends are just as bad. There is
some criminal activity, but the book is basically classic romantic fare.
To begin with, the man and woman have severe differences of opinion,
but must fight the strange attraction between them until the end of the
book. Lots of sexy bits. Easy reading, Large Print, and entertaining.
5. The Front is a mystery written by the very popular author of the
series featuring Kay Scarpetta’s forensic expertise. This book is the
second of a series beginning with the novel High Risk. It involves a
totally different set of characters and is set in Massachusetts, rather than
Virginia. It does not particularly dwell on the forensic aspects of crime
solving. The characters ae unlikable, don’t like each other, and seem to
be doing their best to stop anyone else from making any progress on the
case. Certainly Scarpetta was getting a little old, but this lot is NO
improvement. The book is short and is easy reading.
6. Blood Lines is a mystery and a little bit of a western. Set in Texas,
the police are Texas Rangers, and there are horses - though no one is
actually riding them. The main action revolves around a teenage popstar
who is being terrorised by an unknown stalker. The stalker is very
smart, and is able to send messages and mysterious voices, and no one
can figure out how he does it. After a great deal of hard work, the police
finally catch up with him, but even then there is almost a catastrophe.
Easy reading and an exciting finish.
7. The Silent Sea is an adventure story featuring pirate treasure on an
island off the US west coast, a downed satellite carrying a radioactive
power supply, secret settlements in Antarctica, and lots of daring
interactions between the heroes of “The Connection” and many enemies.
An audio book containing 5 CDs, it takes several hours to listen. Lots
of time to sort out the complications and ideal for a long drive.
8. Madmen is a set of 13 DVDs containing the entire first season of the
TV series. The series is set in 1960s New York, in an ad agency.
Characters and the hi-jinks they get up to are about what you would
expect. Mildly entertaining.
9. Blind Night could be described as a lifestyle novel. No plot, after the
first scene when a truck crashes into their house and destroys it. Nothing
much else happens to the characters, who seem to be pretty much the
losers who would be part of the hero’s problem in other books. The
main character is McKenna, a single mother whose vision is affected by
the crash and who never does properly deal with it. She loves her
daughter, Logan, who is smarter than she is; and there is Logan’s father,
Payne, who likes sex — wherever he can get it.
10. The Lincoln Lawyer is a legal thriller featuring lawyer Mickey
Haller, specialising in defending difficult cases. Apparently good
defence lawyers are very knowledgeable about the law, and can take
advantage of its provisions in surprising ways to help their clients.
Mickey is a real expert and is often asked to act in cases where the
chance of success is very low. Mickey doesn’t care if his client is guilty
or innocent; his main criterion for accepting a case is whether the client
can afford to pay for lots of billable hours. The main case in this book
looks like a real winner; a young man from a wealthy family is accused
of badly beating a prostitute; the woman’s story is very convincing, and
there is a good bit of positive evidence. Many hours of hard - and
profitable - work eventually produce what seems to be the desired result.
But then a complication arises involving another old case. There is an
exciting finish, which does cause Mickey to re-think his priorities
somewhat. A good, fairly long but easy, read.
11. With No One As Witness is an Inspector Lynley mystery featuring
some unpleasant serial killings of young boys 12 or 13 years old. The
investigation is somewhat complicated by the Assistant Commissioner’s
fear of bad press for the police. He insists on bringing in a journalist to
observe the investigation from inside, against the wishes and better
judgment of Lynley and the rest of the team. Ultimately, after a great
deal of hard work, the investigation does bear fruit and the main villain
is arrested, but a surprising twist produces a second murderer and has a
terrible effect on Lynley himself. The book is fairly long and there is
quite a bit of personal interaction amongst the police; but the reading is
not difficult and does keep the reader’s interest.

